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By TOME. Illustrated by Janry

CINEBOOK: The 9th Art Publisher, Canterbury, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 1st English
Edition. 48pp Suitable for: 8+ years. In stock in Australia NOW, for immediate delivery! The dream
holidays turn into a nightmare for Spirou and Fantasio . An old seaplane skims the waves over the
Pacific. Onboard are Vito Cortizone, former Don of the New York Mafia forced into early retirement
by Spirou and Fantasio; Von Schnabbel, unscrupulous pilot; and a mysterious cargo supposed to
turn Cortizone's fortunes around. But the mafioso is cursed with terrible luck, and the plane ends
up at the bottom of an isolated island's lagoon. When two months later a sailing boat arrives, an
unrecognisable Vito sees none other than our two adventurer-reporters come ashore! Key Points:
*The Spirou character was created in 1938 and is still hugely successful around the world
*Published in English for the first time *Adapted into video game and manga format *More than 20
million copies sold to date *An average of 200,000 copies sold each year Andre Franquin took the
Spirou and Fantasio reins after the end of the Second World War, from the hands of Jije. For 20
years Franquin continued to create the series' mythology...
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Undoubtedly, this is actually the best operate by any publisher. It is among the most amazing pdf i have got read. Its been printed in an exceptionally
straightforward way which is just after i finished reading this book in which actually altered me, change the way i believe.
-- Deonte K ohler  PhD-- Deonte K ohler  PhD

Completely among the finest pdf I actually have ever read through. it was actually writtern extremely completely and beneficial. Once you begin to read
the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Sa ntos Metz-- Sa ntos Metz
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